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f or some time before the birth of Joseph Smith, an interest in 
Egypt had been growing among Western cultures.1 This was 
heightened and hastened by Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt, 

which took place just seven years before the birth of the Mormon 
prophet.2 The reports and descriptions of Egypt and her wonders 
brought about renewed European contact with the land of the Nile 
and did much to curry curiosity and fascination with Egypt’s cul-
ture and wonders.3 A slew of travelers published their adventures in 
and impressions of Egypt before and after Joseph Smith acquired his 
antiquities, adding fuel to the flame of interest in Egypt.4 It was dur-
ing Joseph Smith’s youth that Egyptian artifacts first started to flow 
into the United States, igniting greater attention to the ancient land.5 
As fascinating as Nile history and culture was, much of Egypt’s ap-
peal to the Western mind, both before and immediately after the 
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burst of academic inquiry that accompanied Napoleon’s invasion, 
was attached to the role Egypt played in the Bible.6 This was at least 
partially because the study of Egypt was not yet on a sure academic 
footing.7 For a variety of reasons, a great deal of the attention given 
to things Egyptian centered on Biblical associations.8

It seems worthwhile, then, to examine what connections 
Joseph Smith made between the Bible and the Egyptian antiqui-
ties he came to possess. The most immediate and important con-
nection is Joseph’s quick association of the papyri with Abraham,9 
thus providing Joseph Smith’s followers with new writings from that 
foundational Biblical character. This association of the papyri with 
Abraham is also accompanied by many associations Joseph Smith 
presumably made between the three facsimiles of Egyptian vignettes 
that were published along with explanations that tied them in with 
Abraham.10 He also believed that the papyri contained some of the 
writings of Joseph of Egypt,11 but never published anything about 
this, nor do we find record that he translated any of it. Because these 
topics have received a great deal of attention elsewhere,12 here we will 
focus solely on connections made between Joseph’s papyri and the 
Bible that were never published by Joseph Smith. 

Because we have no writings from Joseph Smith himself mak-
ing such connections, we must rely on hearsay sources to learn of 
purported biblical connections the Mormon prophet may have 
made between the Bible and the papyri.13 This creates a difficulty 
in drawing conclusions from the evidence we will examine. Some 
would argue that we should not give credence to anything not writ-
ten by Joseph Smith himself. If such a standard were applied to his-
tory in general we would find much of what we know about history 
forcibly ripped from us. It would certainly strip us of most of the 
things we know about Joseph Smith. We have nearly 100 accounts 
of people speaking with Joseph Smith about the papyri or mum-
mies and dozens of the Prophet’s own journal entries that describe 
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him teaching others about those same subjects. To suppose that in 
his few written accounts about the antiquities he said everything he 
had ever conveyed in these many oral communications with friends 
and visitors is naïve at best. Turning a blind eye to these sources 
because of the difficulty of dealing with them would represent lazy 
scholarship that is unwilling to engage with issues. Clearly there is 
something of significance to be gained from those who spoke with 
the Prophet or heard him teach. We would be foolish to ignore such 
valuable sources. 

At the same time, we must also be careful because secondhand 
and thirdhand sources will inevitably introduce inaccuracies, as they 
convey both the person’s misunderstandings and misremembrances. 

Facsimile No. 2. Courtesy of Intellectual Reserve, Inc.
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The Mormon prophet and his claims to inspired translation were 
not a topic that produced neutral feelings. Certainly many would in-
tentionally distort their conversations, either for the sake of making 
Joseph Smith look more foolish or more credible, depending upon 
the religious convictions of the speaker. Additionally, imaginations 
and preconceived ideas about antiquities could easily make a listener 
hear more romantic things than were actually said. Each source must 
be carefully evaluated. Even the most careful of evaluations will of-
ten leave us uncertain as to the reliability of a source. In this study, 
greatest credence will be given to ideas that were repeated more than 
once and over an extended period of time. This does not mean that 
such repeated ideas are surely accurate, but it does lend a great deal 
more probability to its accuracy.

The Brown Account
Our very earliest accounts, from John Whitmer,14 W. W. Phelps,15 
the manuscript history,16 and Benjamin Johnson,17 all mention only 
writings of Abraham and Joseph. The earliest account of a bibli-
cal connection besides the Book of Abraham or the writings of 
Joseph comes from a young convert. Albert Brown visited Kirtland 
in October of 1835, just months after the acquisition of the papyri 
and mummies. In a letter to his parents, he recounts the purchase 
and states that the records contained “som of the history of Josef 
while in egypt and also of Jacob and many prophesies Delivered by 
them.”18 Because all other accounts we have from this time period 
speak only of the record of Abraham and Joseph, it seems most likely 
that young Albert had misremembered which of the great patriarchs’ 
records were included among the papyri, writing “Jacob” instead of 
“Abraham.” We know of times when visitors were told the writings 
were of “Abraham and Joseph, Jacob’s son.”19 Just hearing the name 
“Jacob” in connection with the papyri could easily lead to confusion 
about whose writings were thereon.
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We also do not know the source of Albert’s information, mak-
ing it even more difficult to assess the accuracy of his report. What 
is clear is that there was a general feeling that the Biblical records 
were being added to because of these papyri. It is possible that Brown 
heard from Joseph Smith that the writings of Jacob were on the pa-
pyri, but because this idea is not corroborated by others during this 
time period, and because we do not know the source of Brown’s in-
formation, it is somewhat doubtful.

The Cowdery Account
Our next critical account is not a recitation of what Joseph Smith 
said the papyri contained, but rather what was written by Oliver 
Cowdery after he worked for a few months with the papyri in con-
junction with Joseph Smith. Oliver Cowdery did not claim he was 
sharing Joseph Smith’s interpretation and in fact may have been the 
originator of the views he expressed. However, it is clear that Joseph 
Smith was at least nominally involved in the history Cowdery was 
trying to create because Joseph Smith at least somewhat oversaw the 
historical efforts Cowdery was asked to undertake,20 and because 
Cowdery wrote that Joseph Smith was assisting him with those writ-
ings.21 While it is likely that at this time Cowdery did not hold to in-
terpretations he had not shared with the Prophet or that the Prophet 
disagreed with, the most we can say is that these were views Cowdery 
held after having conferred closely with Joseph as they examined the 
papyri together.22

Cowdery provided an extensive description of the papyri in the 
LDS newspaper The Messenger and Advocate, some of which con-
cerned seeing biblical connections in the vignettes on the papyri:23

The evidence is apparent upon the face, that they were written by persons 

acquainted with the history of the creation, the fall of man, and more or 

less of the correct ideas of notions of the Deity. The representation of the 

god head—three, yet in one, is curiously drawn to give simply, though 
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impressively, the writer’s views of that exalted personage. The serpent, 

represented as walking, or formed in a manner to be able to walk, 

standing in front of, and near a female figure, is to me, one of the greatest 

representations I have ever seen upon paper, or a writing substance; and 

must go so far towards convincing the rational mind of the correctness and 

divine authority of the holy scriptures, and especially that part which has 

ever been assailed by the infidel community, as being a fiction, as to carry 

away, with one mighty sweep, the whole atheistical fabric, without leaving 

a vestige sufficient for a foundation stone. Enoch’s Pillar, as mentioned 

by Josephus, is upon the same roll.  .  .  . The inner end of the same roll, 

(Joseph’s record,) presents a representation of the judgment: At one view 

you behold the Savior seated upon his throne, crowned, and holding the 

scepters of righteousness and power, before whom also, are assembled the 

twelve tribes of Israel, the nations, languages and tongues of the earth, 

the kingdoms of the world over which satan is represented as reigning. 

Michael the archangel, holding the key of the bottomless pit, and at the 

same time the devil as being chained and shut up in the bottomless pit.24

Oliver Cowdery, and likely Joseph Smith, clearly felt that much 
of the papyri was connected with the Bible. In particular, many 
drawings, or vignettes, were explicitly said to be about important 
biblical events.25 This fits well with what becomes a common trend 
in describing the papyri.

The Leavitt Account
Another example of hearing about Biblical connections comes from 
Sarah Leavitt, who saw the papyri in either late 1835 or early 1836, 
very soon after Joseph had acquired them. Sarah and her husband, 
Jeremiah, had traveled to Kirtland to be baptized. Leavitt recalls that 
after hearing the prophet preach in the temple, “We went into the up-
per rooms, saw the Egyptian mummies, the writing that was said to 
be written in Abraham’s day, Jacob’s ladder being pictured on it, and 
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lots more wonders that I cannot write her[e], and that were explained 
to us.”26

Dating this event is somewhat difficult. Leavitt writes that it 
took place in September 1835. However, she also reports that she 
saw the mummies in the upper rooms of the temple, which were 
not finished at that time. The mummies were indeed moved to those 
rooms soon after they were finished, but this was in February or 
March of 1836. Thus Leavitt remembers incorrectly either the date 
or the place. 

While it is clear that someone spoke to Leavitt of a connection 
between the papyri and the Bible, it is not clear who told Leavitt 
that Jacob’s ladder was depicted in the Egyptian vignettes. Because 
it followed directly after a sermon by Joseph Smith in the same 
building, it is possible that he also showed them the papyri and 
mummies, as he was wont to do; but we cannot tell. At this period 
Joseph Smith Sr. also sometimes showed visitors the mummies and 
papyri. Thus, Leavitt is at best a secondhand source of Joseph Smith 
Jr.’s ideas, though she may be recalling the teachings of someone 
else altogether. 

An account of a gentleman and two ladies being shown a papy-
rus hanging on the wall of the temple and being told Jacob’s ladder 
was depicted thereon by Joseph Smith Sr. seems to be from the same 
time period. James H. Kennedy, who was decidedly antagonistic to-
wards the Mormons, recalled a story he heard from one of those visi-
tors, which makes Kennedy’s a fourth-hand account of the Mormon 
prophet’s teachings (if Joseph Smith Sr. was not speaking of his own 
intepretations), and a thirdhand account of Joseph Smith Sr.’s state-
ments.27 While this creates a difficulty in evaluating this account, it 
is similar to Leavitt’s remembrance. Additionally, as will be seen in 
the next account we will discuss, later witnesses of the papyri cast 
some light on this issue.
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The Caswall Account
Henry Caswall visited Nauvoo in 1842, and provides a thirdhand 
account of Joseph Smith’s ideas about biblical connections with the 
papyri he owned. Caswall was hoping to meet the Prophet and see 
the antiquities. Joseph Smith was not in town when Caswall called 
on him, but Caswall was able to prevail upon a storekeeper to let him 
in to see the sheets of papyri:

One of the Mormons said, “Mr. Smith informs us that this picture is an 

emblem of redemption. Do you see those four little figures? That is the 

old Devil desiring to devour the four quarters of the earth. Look at this 

person keeping back the big dog. That is Jesus Christ keeping the devil 

from devouring the four quarters of the earth. Look down this way. This 

figure near the side is Jacob, and those are his two wives. Now do you 

see those steps?” “What,” I replied, “do you mean those stripes across 

the dress of one of Jacob’s wives?” “Yes,” he said, “that is Jacob’s ladder.” 

“That is indeed curious,” I remarked; “Jacobs ladder standing on the 

ground, and only reaching up to his wife’s waist.”28

Because this is an account of what Caswall recalls of an unknown 
person29 reporting what Joseph Smith said about the papyri, we must 
use caution in ascribing any of this to Joseph Smith.30 However, 
Caswall also heard a description of the meaning of what must have 
been the original source of Facsimile One. What he recounts of that 
description matches perfectly with what had been published about 
that facsimile only one month earlier.31 Such precision and reliability 
suggests that we can place a certain amount of trust in Caswall’s 
other account of Joseph’s interpretation. Additionally, the fact that 
both Leavitt and Caswall, as well as possibly Kennedy’s source, were 
told that Jacob’s ladder was depicted on the papyri, despite several 
intervening years, indicates at the very least that for some time it 
was prevalently held that Joseph Smith thought Jacob’s ladder was 
depicted on the papyri he owned. If there is any accuracy to what 
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Caswall heard, then clearly Joseph Smith associated the Bible with a 
myriad of elements from the Egyptian drawings. 

The Appleby Account
Further ideas about the meaning of these Egyptian vignettes were 
conveyed by William I. Appleby, who visited Joseph Smith and was 
shown the papyri in 1841. While Appleby finished his autobiogra-
phy seven years after this visit, he seems to be quoting from his own 
journal at this point, suggesting that he wrote the account of his visit 
much closer in time to the actual event than 1848. He appears to 
have heard the interpretations he recounts from Joseph Smith him-
self. Thus he is a fairly reliable secondhand source, inasmuch as he 
received his information about Joseph Smith’s views from Joseph 

Facsimile No. 1. Courtesy of Intellectual Reserve, Inc.
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Smith, probably recorded those views soon thereafter in his journal, 
and later utilized that journal in creating his autobiography. Because 
we cannot be certain of his reliance on his journal, and because hu-
man mistakes are made when recalling an event even soon after-
wards, we must still exercise caution.

Besides writing about the vignettes that were the sources for the 
published facsimiles, Appleby says, “There are also representations 
of men, beasts, Birds, Idols, and Oxen attached to a kind of a Plough, 
and a female guiding it. Also the serpent when he beguiled Eve. He 
appears with two legs, erect in the form and appearance of man. But 
his head in the form, and representing the Serpent, with his forked 
tongue extended.”32

Some of Appleby’s writings about the vignettes convey only 
description without any interpretation or Biblical association, 
such as listing that there were birds, oxen, and ploughs. He was 
quite accurate in describing scenes on the papyri. However, the 
account also supplies us with an interpretation that is not part of 
the facsimiles and that does connect with the Bible. Appleby in-
forms us that there was a legged serpent with his tongue sticking 
out, but also provides the interpretation that this was a depiction 
of the serpent beguiling Eve. This rings a confirming note with 
Cowdery’s writings.

The Haven Account
The interpretation of the serpent beguiling Eve is strengthened by 
Charlotte Haven’s writings. She visited Nauvoo as a youth in 1843 
and gave detailed accounts of her visit in letters. Haven was shown 
the papyri by Joseph Smith’s mother, Lucy Mack Smith. Mother 
Smith had been given charge of the antiquities and made a living by 
showing them to visitors and regaling them with explanations and 
stories about both the papyri and mummies. Thus Haven’s account 
is thirdhand.
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Young Charlotte writes of the Egyptian vignettes she saw, one of 
which was interpreted as “Mother Eve being tempted by the serpent, 
who—the serpent, I mean—was standing on the tip of his tail, which 
with his two legs formed a tripod, and had his head in Eve’s ear.”33 
Again we see the association of the legged snake with the story of 
the Fall.

Furthermore, Haven remembered that Mother Smith said the 
papyri contained “the writing of Abraham and Isaac.”34 This is the 
only recollection of Isaac being mentioned, making it likely that 
Haven got confused between Joseph and his grandfather Isaac.

The Quincy Account
Just before Joseph Smith’s death, Josiah Quincy and Charles Francis 
Adams visited the Mormon prophet. Quincy’s later memoirs about 
Joseph Smith present a mixed impression. He admires some things 
about Joseph, and simultaneously disdains others.35 While Quincy 
wrote a great deal about his visit to Nauvoo, only one part of it is 
pertinent to the current inquiry. He writes that Joseph Smith showed 
him the papyri and told him, “This is the autograph of Moses, and 
these lines were written by his brother Aaron. Here we have the earli-
est account of the Creation, from which Moses composed the First 
Book of Genesis.”36

Quincy wrote this many years later, though he says that he re-
ferred to his journal while doing so. The historicity of his account 
is further complicated when we compare it to Adams’s account, be-
cause the two often have differences.37 Sadly, Adams did not write of 
this particular subject, though he did write of their visit with Joseph 
Smith. Adams was a prodigious and scrupulous journal keeper, and 
the minor disagreements between the two casts some doubt on the 
Quincy account.

We have no record of Joseph Smith translating anything from 
Moses after acquiring the papyri. Neither do we have any other 
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accounts where someone else makes the claim that Joseph believed 
the writings of Moses were on the papyri, which suggests that either 
Quincy did not remember the conversation well or that Joseph Smith 
never translated the portion about which he was speaking nor did he 
speak of it often to others. Because of a complete lack of corroborat-
ing statements regarding the writings of Moses, and because Quincy 
seems to be recalling Joseph’s explanation nearly fifty years later, it 
is far more likely that his statement about the writings of Moses is 
the result of his misremembering the conversation. Thus of all the 
accounts we have examined, Quincy’s is the least substantiated. If 
it is accurate, then Joseph Smith felt that the papyri contained more 
Biblical stories than just those about Abraham and Joseph.

Sharp Account 
An odd detail that is connected with Biblical characters is related by 
a man who interviewed Lucy Mack Smith a year after Joseph Smith’s 
death. After the interview, Thomas Sharp wrote, “Her story with re-
gard to the mummies, (learned from Joe,) is about as follows: It seems 
that, for the express purpose of corroborating the ‘brass plates’ which 
were one day to be dug up and translated as ‘the Book of Mormon,’ 
the angel of the Lord, three thousand years ago, appeared to Joseph 
in Egypt and delivered to him a wooden case, containing a roll of 
papyrus, which was to be buried by him with the family of one of the 
patriarchs.”38 It is difficult to know how much of this account comes 
from the writer, how much originated with Lucy, and how much may 
have come from her son. As will be seen below, Lucy seems to have a 
tendency to embellish stories about the antiquities, so it is likely that 
the story originated with her. In any case, clearly associations be-
tween the Bible and the papyri were rife among the Latter-day Saints.

What Was Believed to Be on the Papyri?
While there are a great many more writings that speak of the papyri 
and its biblical connections, those related above are the accounts 
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that clearly go beyond the writings Joseph Smith associated with 
Abraham and Joseph of Egypt. These accounts contain three outli-
ers: Albert Brown’s is the only account that claims the papyri held the 
writings of Jacob; Haven remembered Isaac’s writings being thereon; 
and Quincy’s is the only account that claims the ancient documents 
contained writings of Moses and Aaron. Most likely these attribu-
tions represent misremembering on the part of the writers.

The other six accounts represent a different kind of witness. 
Leavitt’s is either a secondhand or thirdhand account relating a be-
lief that Jacob’s ladder was pictured on the papyri. Kennedy’s is a 
fourthhand account regarding the same belief, and Caswall’s is a 
thirdhand account that agrees with the other two on this matter. 
These accounts, which span from 1836 until 1842, and are from peo-
ple who liked Joseph Smith as well as from those who ridiculed him, 
represent a varying spectrum of reliability. Yet their agreement on 
this subject over such a long period of time and from such divergent 
points of view suggests that there may be validity to the notion that 
Joseph Smith thought Jacob’s ladder was depicted on the papyri. At 
the very least, several people believed he did.

A similar case is presented by the Cowdery, Appleby, and Haven 
writings. Cowdery, who may represent a secondhand source of 
Joseph Smith’s ideas, believed that the snake from the Garden of 
Eden was depicted on the papyrus. Appleby’s secondhand account 
agrees with this, as does Haven’s thirdhand account. Again, these 
witnesses represent a range of opinions about Joseph Smith’s pro-
phetic ability. They also span almost the entire time Joseph Smith 
owned the papyri, ranging from 1835, when he first acquired them, 
until 1843, one year before his death. Taken together, these disparate 
witnesses present a good possibility that Joseph Smith felt the papyri 
contained a drawing of the snake from the Garden of Eden.

Examining all of the accounts of those who saw the papyri 
during Joseph Smith’s lifetime or shortly thereafter, we can see a 
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definite pattern regarding which Biblical figures were associated 
with the papyri. The writings of Abraham were mentioned forty-six 
different times. Writings from Joseph of Egypt are spoken of twelve 
times, while Jacob, Isaac, Moses, and Aaron are each mentioned 
once. Jacob’s ladder is mentioned three times, Eve and the serpent 
is mentioned three times, and a depiction of Enoch’s tower is men-
tioned once.

It is tempting to think that Abraham is mentioned most often be-
cause many of those who wrote about seeing the papyri were making 
later recollections after the Book of Abraham had been published, 
which would naturally focus their attention more on Abraham. 
While this could theoretically be true, we see the same ratio of men-
tions of Abraham as opposed to other figures before the publication 
of the Book of Abraham as afterwards, and among those who were 
not Mormons as opposed to those who were. Abraham is clearly the 
focus of the papyri by those who saw them. Joseph of Egypt is also 
strongly associated with them. There is a reasonable, but not strong, 
connection with Jacob’s ladder and the Garden of Eden. All other 
associations are negligible.

Given the data available to us, we cannot safely determine 
whether or not Joseph Smith felt there were more writings from bib-
lical characters on his papyri besides Abraham and Joseph. What we 
can safely conclude is that a number of people believed the Mormon 
prophet thought many of the drawings on the papyri were about the 
events and characters of the Bible, especially the Garden of Eden 
story and Jacob’s ladder.

Other Antiquities
However, the papyri were not the only Egyptian artifacts Joseph 
Smith possessed and seemingly associated with the Bible. The pur-
chase of the papyri included four mummies as well. The earliest ac-
count displays a hesitancy to try to identify the mummies. When 
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the papyri were first acquired, rumors about their identities spread. 
In particular the desiccated figures were rumored to be Abraham 
and Abimelech.39 Oliver Cowdery printed a response, emphasizing 
that Abraham was buried in Hebron and thus the mummy could 
not be Abraham’s. He further denied that they knew the identities of 
the mummies.40 Despite some visitors claiming that the mummies 
were those of Joseph of Egypt and other biblical characters just a few 
months later,41 in the 1838 draft history of the Church, Joseph Smith 
again denied knowing the identity of the mummies.42

Yet we find accounts from several years later that claim Joseph 
Smith knew something of who the mummies were. S. M. Bartlett re-
calls a conversation he had with Joseph about the mummies. Bartlett 
was the editor of the Quincy Whig for fourteen years. Bartlett fre-
quently wrote about the Mormons, and was initially quite sympa-
thetic to their cause and frequently expressed respect for them as a 
people. These sentiments would later become more negative, but his 
visit with Joseph Smith and subsequent reporting of it took place 
while he was still quite positive in his attitudes towards Joseph Smith 
and his followers. In his paper, he recalled Joseph Smith showing 
him the mummies, saying, “‘The embalmed body that stands near 
the center of the case,’ said he [Joseph Smith], ‘is one of the Pharaohs, 
who sat on the throne of Egypt, and the female figure by it was prob-
ably one of the daughters.’ ‘It may have been the Princess Thermutis,’ 
I replied, ‘the same that rescued Moses from the waters of Nile.’ ‘It 
is not improbable,’ answered the Prophet, ‘but time has not yet al-
lowed fully to examine and decide that point’” (quotation marks 
added).43 Here we see attributed to the Mormon prophet the notion 
that the mummies were royalty, but a hesitation to go beyond that. 
Bartlett himself was far more likely to make attributions regarding 
their identity than Joseph Smith was at this time. In this account the 
Mormon prophet does not seem to know the exact identity of any of 
the mummies, and is not even sure if the mummies were related to 
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each other. It is also clear that a tendency to identify Egyptian antiq-
uities with the Bible was not unique to Latter-day Saints.

Appleby’s remembrance of a visit from roughly that same time 
period is similar. He recalls:

A Genealogy of the Mummies, and Epitaphs on Their deaths &c &c, are 

all distinctly represented on the Papyrus, which is called the “Book of 

Abraham.” The Male mummy was one of the Ancient Pharaohs of Egypt, 

and a Priest, as he is embalmed with his tongue extended, representing 

a speaker. The females were his wife and two daughters, as part of the 

writing has been translated, and informs us who they were, also whose 

writings it is, and when those mummies were embalmed, which is nearly 

four thousand years ago.44

Appleby’s account again has Joseph Smith making a connection 
between one of the mummies and Egyptian royalty. This time the re-
lationship between the mummies seems to be known, with translation 
of the writing on the mummies being the source of that knowledge.

These secondhand accounts make it clear that there was some 
belief during the Nauvoo era that the mummies were royalty, and 
perhaps were connected with the Exodus. This same evidence sug-
gests that at the very least Joseph held the view that the mummies 
were Egyptian royalty. This idea is strengthened by a host of third-
hand accounts. Such hearsay accounts mean little in and of them-
selves, but when they accord with the writings of two men who heard 
from Joseph Smith himself about the identities, and who recorded 
those conversations soon thereafter, they lend a supporting air to the 
authenticity of these recollections. At the very least they inform us 
that it was widely believed that Joseph Smith thought the mummies 
were royal.

Most of those who write about the mummies learned about 
them from Joseph Smith’s mother as she showed them to a number 
of people. Mother Smith was apparently quite a storyteller in regard 
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to the antiquities, which is not surprising in light of the fact that her 
livelihood stemmed from showing them to visitors. Thus we must be 
careful with accounts that relay information gained from her. It must 
be kept in mind that these accounts relate the Mormon prophet’s 
view in thirdhand, and that one of the human filters had an interest 
in making the antiquities as interesting as possible and in making 
Joseph Smith look as wondrous as possible. Yet the fact that the ac-
counts are prevalent and that they at least partially agree with the few 
secondhand sources we have suggests there is some validity to them.

As far as I am aware, the earliest mention of the mummies as roy-
alty comes from Henry Asbury, who visited the house that Mother 
and Father Smith were renting in Quincy, Illinois, after they had fled 
Missouri but before Nauvoo had become habitable. In this house, 
the aged Smiths showed many people the antiquities. Asbury recalls, 
“The old lady charged ten cents admittance and acted as exhibitor, 
explaining who and what each object really was. I am now unable 
to accurately give even the substance of these explanations by the 
old lady, but in substance they amounted to an assertion that one or 
more of the mummies was one of the Pharaohs or kings of Egypt.”45

Three years later, LaFayette Knight visited the Smiths in Nauvoo 
in 1843, writing of that visit, “I went into his [Joseph Smith’s] house 
and had a comfortable chat with him, and then examined the four 
mummies one of which his Mother told me was King Onitus, on 
whose breast was found the writing of Abr[a]hamit being as they 
say, the astronomy taught by him. With a long wand, she pointed 
out to us the supposed Pharaoh of the Exodus himself, his wife, and 
his daughters. Then followed a detailed account of the life of each. 
Upon my asking her how she had obtained all this information, she 
replied in a severely virtuous tone, in a manner calculated to repress 
all further doubt and questioning, ‘My son Joseph recently received a 
revelation from the Lord regarding these people and their times. He 
told it all to me.’”46
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Even after the Prophet’s martyrdom visitors were told of the 
mummies by Mother Smith. For example, one woman writes, “Her 
curiosities consisted of two mummy kings and their queens, who 
lived long before Pharaoh; also the foot of Pharaoh’s daughter, and 
a number of sheets of hieroglyphics, which she commenced to ex-
plain.”47 Several other accounts, spanning a number of years, contain 
nearly identical identifications.48 Thus it appears that over time the 
perception that Joseph Smith identified the mummies with royalty, 
and often with the Exodus, became stronger and more widespread. 
We must keep in mind that we have no first- or even secondhand 
sources of Joseph Smith saying the mummies were figures from the 
Exodus, which limits our ability to attribute that idea to him.

While we cannot be certain about Joseph Smith’s views regard-
ing the identity of the mummies, and even less so with how those 
views he may have held might have developed, the evidence suggests 
at least one possible scenario, tentative as it must be. Clearly there was 
no claim to know the identity of the mummies in the early history of 
Joseph Smith’s ownership of them. The first known identification of 
the mummies was made by Joseph Smith Sr. and Lucy Mack Smith, 
who were depending upon the sensational nature of the antiquities 
for their income. Modern followers of Joseph Smith have no reason 
to believe that their founding prophet would have been corrected 
by God if he were influenced by such claims. Perhaps the assertions 
seemingly made by his parents caused him to start thinking more 
seriously about the identity of the mummies, which could explain 
why he soon thereafter spoke of one of them as a king. Finding oth-
ers receptive to that idea, and even willing to go beyond that, could 
have created a climate in which further speculation could germinate 
and lead to more claims about the mummies. Or perhaps Joseph Jr.’s 
willingness to entertain something about the identity of the mum-
mies further fueled the imagination and feeling of permission felt by 
his parents, who in turn spread their ideas about the mummies to a 
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great number of people. Whether any of these scenarios are correct 
or not, at the very least many people learned from the senior Smiths 
that the mummies were royal and connected with the Exodus.

Conclusions
Space constraints demand that another venue serve as the place for 
discussing how the notion that the papyri and mummies were asso-
ciated with the Bible should be evaluated in terms of Joseph Smith’s 
prophetic exercise. Here we take only a first step. We can easily con-
clude that Joseph Smith acquired and displayed mummies and papyri 
during an era of intense interest in Egypt and its connection with the 
Bible. While it is not as easy to tell how Joseph Smith himself thought 
the antiquities he owned were associated with Biblical stories besides 
stating that the writings of Abraham and Joseph were on the papyri, 
it is very clear that many who knew Joseph Smith believed he saw 
such connections. The notion that the papyri contained depictions 
of the Garden of Eden and of Jacob’s ladder spanned a number of 
years and was held by a variety of unconnected people. The percep-
tion that he thought the mummies represented the royalty of Egypt, 
possibly from the Exodus story, was not conveyed for as many years, 
but was spread by more people. The multiple accounts spanning so 
many years create a strong probability that Joseph Smith saw more 
connections between his antiquities and the Bible than just those of 
Abraham and Joseph. This is in keeping with what we would expect 
from the larger cultural milieu as well as from Joseph Smith’s own 
repeated pattern of experiencing a variety of connections with and 
manifestations of the ancient world of the Bible.
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